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Command and exclamation sentences worksheets

English has four types of sentences. Each type of sentence is used for different purposes. Statement (detective sentence): state the idea. They end up with a full stop (period). Statements are the most common type of punishment. I went to the beach.                        Tina loves apples. Question (interrogative sentence): ask for information. They end up with a
question mark (?). Where do you go?                       Does Tina love apples? Order (important punishment): used to give instructions. They usually end up with a full stop (period) but can also end up with an exam sign (!). Take me to the beach.                   Choose an apple for Tina. Examination (sentence of examination): express strong emotions. They end up
with a sign of exams (!). The beach is amazing!             Apples just fall out of the sky! Punctuation Pass! Race to the end of the gameboard, exercising which punctuation is required in the game card. Full stop, uppercase, comma, question marks, exam marks, speech marks. Necessary: dice, counter, game card cut Skill/s: Full stop, uppercase, comma,
question marks, exam marks, speech marks. Back to Grammar Resources Register and gain access to: All Premium Ad-Free Experience Answer Keys / Full Unlimited Access PDFs Express strong feelings like What a great show! different from giving instructions or orders such as for example, let's go. Comparable access to this free pdf on important
sentences and exams to expose children to many more verses provided here, where they are, after reading each sentence carefully, determine whether it is important or exam. They are also required to complete the punishment with one of the appropriate punctuation marks: a full stop or an exclamation mark. The work is suitable for grades 1 and grade 2.
CCSS: L.1.1.J You are here: &gt;&gt; Types of Sentences &gt;&gt; And Exams
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